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WIND TUNNEL TESTS OF A ZERO-LENGTH, SLOTTED-LIP ENGINE AIR INLET 
FOR A FIXED NACELLE V/STOL AIRCRAFT 

R.R. Woo lieU 
. Nationnl Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Lewis Research Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 44135 

and 

W.E. Beck, Jr. and E.R. Glasgow 
Lockheed-California Company 

Burbank, California 91520 

SUMMARY 

Zero-length, slotted-lip inlet performanc.e and associated fan blade 
stress levels were determined from model tests using a 20-inch diameter fan 
lInit installed in the NASA-Lewis Research Center (LeRC) 9- by lS-foot low 
speed wind tunnel. The nodel is a half-[;c:lle axisymmetric representation of 
the inlet designed by the Lockheed-California Company for a horizontal fixed 
nacelle installation on a subsonic V/STOL aircraft. The model configuration 
variables included slat contraction ratios of 1.2 and 1.3, slot-gap widthsi 
ranging from zero to 0.65 inches, constant area sections between the inlet 
throat and fan face having lengths of 2 and 4 inches, and slot-gap fillers to 
simulate the zero gap configuration as \leU as 90 degree sectors over which 
the slot is ineffective for simulatin~ :.l Sjamese nacelle instailation. 

The model tests \'lere conducted at tunnel speeds up to 105 knots (~'() 

0.16), at angles of attack up to 120 degrees at 35 knots and 70 degrees at 
).05 knots ;md at fan speeds up to 95 percent of the design speed, sufficient 
to cover r.tost of the estimated operating envelope for the V/STOL application. 
Instrumentation was prov~ded to measure the fan face total pressure recovery 
and distortion, the inlet surface stat~~ nressure distributions,-and fan blade 
stress levels for all conditions tested. 

The following results were obtained durin?, the test. 

• The zero-length, slotted-lip inlet operated completely satisfactorily 
over the V /STOL ope!:'~.ti:1p' envelope, providing a flow to the fan havinr. 
total pressure recoveries of no less than 0.995 and with distortion 
levels resulting in insignificant fan blade stress levels. This 
envelope includes crosswind velocities up to 35 knots at 120 degrees 
angle of attack and forward speeds of 105 knots at 30 degrees angle of 
attack. At the 105 knot :orward speed, the 1.2 and 1.3 contraction 
ratio slatn \-.1ere capable of operating up to 57 and 66 degrees angle 
of attack, respe~tively, prior to p~oducing a flow separation profile 
at the fan face. 
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• At high angle-of-attack conditions the total pressure recovery of the 
airflow through th~ slot is uniform across the slot width, due to 
area convergence through the slot, :lnd also uniform circumferentially 
around the inlet due to compensating effects of reduced slot flow rate 
and increased pressure loss coefficients as the angular displacement 
from the windward side of the nacelle increased. 

• For the zero-length configuration significant radial and circum
ferential flow velocity gradients existed at the inlet throat/fan 
face at high angles of attack but were shown to have little effect 
on the fan performance (i.e., fan pressure ratio at a given value 
of corrected airflow). 

• A slot-gap width of 0.36 inches (width to throat diameter ratio of 
0.018) provided the highest total pressure recovery at high angles 
of attack. This gap dimension resulted in slot flows whereby the 
external slat and cowl lip surfaces have an equal pressure loading. 
At the maximum crosswind design condition of 35 knots and 120 degrees 
angle of attack, the slot improved the total pressure recovery by 
almost 2 percent compared to the unslotted configuration for the 
1.2 contrac.tion ratio slot and almost 1 percent for the 1.3 contrac
tion ratio slat. 

• At the naximum fan airflow (fan face Mach number of 0.52 which corre
sponds to 95 percent of design speed) the throat/fan face spacer 
provides no benefit in performance, although the velocity distortions 
at the fan face are reduced with increasing spacer length. At lower 
airflows (part pmver operation) aad high model angles-of-attack, the 
reduced pumpinp, action of the :an slightly degrades the total pressure 
recovery with no ~;pacer install ed. 

• Installation of tlte slot fillers to simulate an ineffective slot gap 
over a 90 degree ~ircl~ferenti:ll sector due to the proximity of an 
adjacent nacelle has virtually no effect on inlet performance. 

• Calculated inlet surface velocities from measured static pressures 
show good agreement with velocities predicted from potential flow 
analysis. 



INTRODUCTION 

A conventional inlet can be designed for a fixed horizontal nacelle 
V /STOL aircraft which has sufficient internal contraction for. preventing 
internal flow separation at the low speed, high inlet angle-of-attack condi
tions. However, application of a conventional inlet to such a propulsion 
system often results in an inlet face location which tends to restrict the 
pilot's view during vertical flight operation. Attempts to alleviate this 
situation by reducing the inlet diffuser length requires that the maximum 
nacelle diameter be increased. The reason for this being that, for the 
same internal contraction ratio and the same conical diffusion angle, the 
highlight diameter increases as the diffuser length is decreased. Thus, in 
order to maintain sufficient forebody projected frontal area to achieve the 
required drag divergence Mach number, the maximum nacelle diameter must in
crease with a reduction in diffuser length. 

A potential solution to this problem is to use a slotted-lip inlet. This 
inlet contains blow-in doors, located in the inlet forebody, which open during 
high mass-flow/angle-of-attack operating conditions, thus permitting airflow to 
enter the inlet just upstream of the inlet throat. This effectively increases 
the inlet aerodynamic contraction ratio and decreases the peak surface Mach 
number in the highlight region compared to that which would be obtained for a 
conventional inlet with the same geometric contraction ratio. Thus, the slot 
permits use of a lower geometric contraction ratio compared to that which 
would be required for a conventional inlet for the same peak surface Mach num
ber. This reduction in geometric contraction ratio in turn permits a reduction 
in diffuser length while maintaining a maximum nacelle diameter which does not 
exceed that required based on engine/accessory envelope constraints. 

Additional beneficial features associated with the reduced length of the 
slotted-lip inlet include reduced weight and a reduced moment arm for the 
crosswind lip forces. The latter feature reduces the amount of thrust vector
ing required to achieve required yaw acceleration rates. However, reducing 
the diffuser length may produce increased fan blade stresses due to fan face 
flow velocity gradients at the high angle-of-attack operation. 

A test program was conducted in the NASA-LeRC 9- by IS-foot low speed wind 
tunnel to evaluate the overall performance of a zero-length, slotted-lip inlet 
concept and to establish operating limits of the inlet relative to the estimated 
velocity/angle-of-attack envelope for the fixed nacelle V/STOL aircraft. The 
aerodynamic design of the model is representative of the nacelle inlet result
ing from configuration studies conducted by the Lockheed-California Company 
for the NAVY Type A V/STOL aircraft, and was sized for installation on the 
NASA-LeRC 20-inch diameter fan unit. The test was conducted by NASA-LeRC per
sonnel in August 1980. 
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This report presents a detailed description of the wind tunnel model· 
test program. The test [;Icility and procedures are discussed first followed 
by a description of the mlldel and associated instrumentation. The test 
results are presented and discussed for a baseline configuration and then 
relative to the effects 011 performance of each of the configuration changes. 
Conclusions regarding the angle-to-attack capability of the inlet and the 
application of this concel't to subsonic aircraft are made. 
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SYMBOLS 

\11. highlight area 

AT II in I ct throat an';] 

CR Slat contraction ratio, AII[./A
TII 
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fl\1\v toL;ll pn'SSU1"l' distortion parameter 

flow lotal pressure distortion parameter 

fan face Mach number 

tunnel Mach number 

flow total pressure distortion parameter 

fan speed, rpm 

sLltic prl'ssurc 

loL;ll prl'ssurl' 

ducl radius measured from fan centerline 

maximum duct radius at fan face 

static temperature 

total temperature 

flmv velocity 

fan airflow 

coordinate in axial direction 

coordinate normal to fan centerline 

model angle of attack 

angle measured circumferentially in plane normal to fan centerline 

corrected total temperature 

w corrected airflow 
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SYMBOLS (Conlinllcd) 

SUBSCIHPTS 

o tunnel (freestrl'am) conditions 

2 fan face station 

3 fan stator exit station 

HL inlet highlight station 

TH inlet throat station 

SUPERSCRIPT 

* Mach 1 condition 
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TEST FACILITY AND PROCEDURES 

Test Facility 

Til(' i nl e t tes t discussed herein was conduc ted .1 n the NASA-LeRe 9- by 
Is-root low speed wind tunne]. This r:Jc.i1 ity operates at atmospheric total 
pressure with tl tl'st section Mach nllmb('r range or zero to 0.22. A 20-inch 
dLlIlll'tl'r, turbine-driven, single-stage Lm was llsed to product' tlw inlet 
1ll,ISS r low. 

A photograph of till' inlet/fan installation in the test section is shown 
in figure I. The model rotates in a horizontal plane about a vertical support 
post which also provides a passage for the heated, high-pressure, turbine 
drive air. A portion of the wind tunnel vertical wall adjacent to the model 
was removed to allow the fan and turbine exhaust flows to pass through the 
wind tunnel during high angle-of-attack conditions. 

The turbine-driven fan was designed to simulate the relatively low 
pressure ratios representative of subsonic V/STOL aircraft having shaft
coupled engines. At the maximum tested fan speed of 7800 rpm, the fan 
pressure ratio is approxillwtely 1.15 and the associated fan tip Mach number 
1s 0.6. The fan has 15 rotor blades and 25 stator blades with a rotor-
s ta lor spae i ng or approx i III a tl' I y one rotor tip chord ] ength. The rotor blades 
have circular arc airfoil sections with no midspan dampers and were tested 
with till' bLHll' pilch set ,It till' d('sign angle. The rotor blades were fabri
call't! 1'1'011\ ,I t it<lniulll alloy. 

Nor(' detailed information reg<lrdlng the aerodynamic characteristics of 
the fan can be found in reference 1. 

Test Procedures 

The tunnel velocity/angle-of-attack test matrix originally scheduled for 
each model configuration was representative of the operational envelope for 
a fixed horizontal nacelle V/STOL aircraft application. Since the performance 
capability of the inlet was unknown, and the primary concern was to not exceed 
the fan blade stress limits, a zero angle-of-attack setting was tested first, 
followed by incremental increases until the envelope was covered. For each 
test point, (tunnel speed and angle of attack), the engine speed was increased 
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Figure 1. - Zero-length, slottetHip inlet installed in NASA LeRC 9x15 foot low speed wind tunnel. 
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from it!lv ll) m,lxil1lull\ rpm (:lpproximnll'!Y 2000-lHOO) :lIlt! then returlled to idle. 
At selected rpm levels all model pressure and tunnel data were recorded. 

During each rpm excursion, measured fan blade stresses and three selected 
model pressures were visually monitored through use of X-Y plotters to deter
mine when flow separation from the inlet surface occurred and to ensure that 
the fan stress limits were not exceeded. To recognize flow separation effects, 
two fan face total pressure probes referenced to the wall static, were recorded 
un tIll' plot ter. These probes were located 0.03 and 0.36 inches from the duct 
will 1 ,1 t t 111' cr it i ca I zero degree circum ferentia 1 ] ocat .lon. As the rpm 
inCl-enspd till' resulting dynamic pn~ssure (I\-P) measurement .increased untU 
sl'parat Lon {H'curn'd, <lS nbserved by a dramatic loss 1.n dynamic pressure 
,md movellwnt of the stylus on till' X-V plotter. A typical plot is shown in 
r i gun' 2. Upon rpal iZ<l t ion t ha t no f low separat Jon was observed for the 
angles of attack associated with the V/STOL envelope, the test matrix was 
l'xpmlCil'd to include higlH.'r angles. Once sl'paration occurred, the angle was 
not incft'<lsl'd furtlll'r. 
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Figure 2. - Typical fan face total pressure trace during test run. 



MODEL DESCRIPTION 

TIll' aerodynamic design of the axisymmetric zero-.!ength, slotted-lip inlet 
model is representative of the inlet configured by the Lockheed-California 
Company for a subsonic V/STOl, aircraft. The inlet throat coincides with the 
fan face (zero length). Hinged spring loaded blow-in doors are located in the 
external forebody surface and extend around the inlet periphery. At static 
and low speed operating conditions, the reduced internal static pressure sucks 
these doors open, providing an auxilIary flow path (slot) for the engine air
flow. At higher forward speeds (approximately greater than 0.2 Mach number) 
the static pressure differential (external surface minus internal throat) 
becomes positive and the doors close for normal flight operation. 

Since the tests were designed to obtain low-speed performance data (up 
to 105 knots), the model configuration simulated the full scale design with 
the doors in the open position. In this open position a secondary (cowl) lip 
is exposed and a forward slnt section is formed around the inlet eircumfer
encl'. Six circumferential struts were provided to nttach and support the 
slat to the cowl. These struts nre circular to allow fore and aft movement 
of the stat to vary the slot width. The support struts can be se<.'n in the 
photograph of the modelinstal1ed in the wind tunnel, figure 3. 

The ov<:~rn 11 dimensions of the inlet model are defined in flgure 4 for a 
selected baseline configuration. The throat diameter of 20.008 inches matches 
till' l'xisting LeRC fan tip dimension and rl'presents a half-scale model of 
tile V/STOL aircraft. The internal area contraction ratio (AHL/AT) of the two 
slats tested are 1.2 and 1.3, while for the secondary cowl lip this value is 
1.12. The hub diameter of 9.20 inches results in a fan hub/tip diameter ratio 
of 0.46. The dashed line in the figure represents the external contour of 
the blow-in door and this same contour is used for the cowl forebody surface 
representing the door in the open position. 

The configurations tested during the program are identified schematically 
in figure 5 and include primarily variations in slat contraction ratio and 
slot gap width. In addition, constant area duct spacers, shown in the photo
graph of figure 6, having lengths of 2 and 4 inches were installed to investi
gate the effect on performance of moving the inlet throat forward of the fan 
face. Furthermore, slot gap "fillers" were fabricated such that either the 
entire slot (360 degrees circumferentially) or only a 90 degree sector could 
be eliminated. The photograph in figure 7 shows the 90 degree filler 
installed. 

The baseline design configuration was selected bas~d on analytically 
predicted pressure distributions on the inlet surface. Using these data and 
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Figure 3. - Photograph of inlet model - side view. 
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Figure 4. - Zero length inlet model basic d:imensions 
baseline configuration. 
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Operating variables 

V 0 - Tunnel velocity 
a - Inlet angle of attack 
W - Fan airflow 

2 

6 

3 
-... 

c LJ 
4 

Configuration variables 

1 Slat type, contraction ratio 1.2, 1.3 
2 Slat position, slot gap width zero, 0.25 to 0.65 inches 
3 Inlet spacer, zero, 2 in., 4 in. 
4 90 Degree filler, angle of attack: simulation 45-1350 

5 90 Degree filler, crosswind simulation 135-2250 

6 360 Degree filler, zero slot simulation 

Figure 5. - Inlet model test and configuration variables. 
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a maX1mum allowable surface Mach number of 1.4 as suggested 1n reference 2, 
1t was determined that a slat contraction ratio of 1.2 and slot gap w1dth of 
0.51 1nches would satlsfy the critlcal operating conditlons for the lnlet. 

Coord1nates descr1bing the inlet forebody shape are presented in figure 8 
for the 1.2 contraction ratio slat 1n the most forward pos1tion. Above the 
h1ghl1ght and extending to the maximum d1ameter the external contour is basic
ally a Lockheed developed LMSC-1 profile designed for high speed operation. 
8elm" the slat highlight the outside contour 1S circular. To avoid a discon
tinu1ty 1n slope at the 1ntersection of these profiles the circular section of 
the lower contour wab extended slightly above the highlight, intersecting the 
UISC-l contour at the SLlm!.' v,tl ue of surf,1ce slope. The inside contour of the 
~I~t (hlot hlde) is a Pdr~bollc section dbove the highlight and a double cir
culdr arc below the highllght. TIllS contour was developed to provide a uni
formly converglng area dlstr1bution for the slot airflow. At the slat leading 
edge a radlus of approximately 0.06 inches was used to accommodate changes in 
locat10n of the stagnat10n point at the various operating conditions. The 
slat 1nternal trail1ng edge surface was directed aft toward the fan to turn 
the slot flow toward the fan and prov1de a pressure gradient to keep the flow 
attached to the IIp. 

The cowl contour l~ 1n part 1dentlcal to the external door proflle, 
rotdted dpproxlmately 21 degrees. A lemn1scate shape 1S utllized from the 
end of the door to the lnlet throat, lTIdtching slopes at all intersect1ons. 

The alterndte slat 11dS .1 contraction ratio of 1.3 and is also circular 
belm" the highlight. Above the highl1ght to the max1mum d1ameter an LMSC-l 
Cllntour ih ubl'd. To m,untLlln the hame max1mum cowl diameter the contour at 
lhL' Illghl1ghl lor thL' 1.3 cllntraction r,lt1o slat results in a somewhat sharper 
lurn l'lllllp.lrl'd III till' 1.2 cllnlr,lction r~l[o -;I,lt. The coordinates describing 
SILlt-2 .lre p."L'henled 1n fIgure 9 Llillng with ,1 grdphic comparison with slat-l. 

To vary the sLot-gap width at discrete positions, with assurance of high 
accurdCY when repeat1ng the sett1ng, grooves were provided in the slat struts 
at appropr1dte 10cat10ns and set screws inserted into the grooves firmly 
anchored the strut/slat. These locatlons and the resultant slot gap widths are 
shown In figure 10. Also lllustrated schematically in the figure is the 
1nstallation of the filler sect10ns. These blocks were slzed to ellminate the 
slot for the gap w1dth of 0.51 1nches and were fabricated in separate inside 
and outside p1eces for easy installat10n. 
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1 2 Contractoon 
ratio slat 

t 
V 

MEASURED 
FROM FAN 
CL 

External contour A - E 

VIR X/R 

10954-0 00000 
10911 00001 
10893 00002 
10879 00003 
10847 00006 
10817 00010 
10786 00015 
10760 00020 
10681 00040 
10621 00060 
10572 00080 
1 0529 00100 
10441 00150 
10370 00200 
10310 00250 
10260 00300 
10216 00350 
10178 00400 
1 ~144 00450 
1 115 00453 
10090 00485 
10068 00689 
10050 00798 
10035 00928 
10022 01045 
10013 01198 
10006 01498 
10002 01798 
10000 o 20QS 
10000-0 02398 

02716 
03057 
03417 
03777 
04137 
04438 
04857 
05246 
05696 

----
,,""'\-'" 

x~ 

Cowl lip contour 

VIR X/R VIR 

109540 02473 10000- H 
10998 02229 10004 
11016 02128 10012 
11030 02051 10022 
11061 01987 10034 
11092 01931 10047 
11123 01881 10062 
11149 01836 10078 
11228 01794 10095 
11287 01756 10113 
11337 01721 10133 
11380 01659 10173 
11468 01605 10216 
11539 01560 10262 
11598 01521 10309 
11649 01490 10358 
11693 01464 10407 
11731 01445 10458 
11764 01432 10508 
11767 01424 10558 
11786 01421 l 10607 
11900 01422 10631 
11957 01423 10644 
1 2019 01424 10655 
120760 01425 10667 
12136 01427 10679 
1 2252 01431 10703 
12354 01443 10748 
12445 01460 10791 
1 2527 01461 10832 
12605 01493 10852 
12679 01506 10871 
12746 01520 10889 
12801 01534 10906 
1 2836 01550 10923 
12876-0 01672 11034 
12901 01912 11248 
12911 02156 11450 
129140 02404 11642 

02655 11825 
02924 12010 
03218 12201 
03530 12391 
03847 12571 
04167 12741 
04438 128760 

Slat 
Internal contour 

X/R VIR 

00956 100060 
00925 10010 
00900 10015 
00850 10028 
00800 10049 
00750 10076 
00700 10113 
00650 10161 
00600 10230 
00550 10321 
00500 10432 
00480 10486 
00460 10547 
00440 10621 
00420 10718 
00400 10954 
00420 11130 
00440 11203 
00460 11259 
00480 11306 
00500 11348 
00550 11436 
00600 11511 
00650 11577 
00700 11636 
00750 11691 
00800 11741 
00850 11789 
00900 11834 
00950 11877 
01000 11918 
01005 119840 

Figure 8. - Slat-l and cowl lip coordinates. 
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1 3 Contraction --"" 
ratio slat 

Cowl 

Slat 
External Contour A-C 

X/R V/R X/R V/R 
@-OOOOO 11402 00000 11402-® 

00001 1 1349 00001 11426 
00002 11327 00003 11436 
00003 1 1310 00006 1 1451 
00006 1 1272 00011 11471 
00010 11235 00023 1 1499 
00015 1 1197 00034 1 1521 
00020 11166 00046 11540 
00040 1 1069 00057 11557 
00060 10996 00085 11593 
00080 1 0935 00114 11624 
00100 10882 00142 1 1652 
00150 10771 00171 1 1679 
00200 10680 00228 11728 
00250 1 0603 00285 11771 
00300 10535 00342 1 1812 
00350 10475 00399 11849 
00400 1 0421 00456 1 1885 
00450 1 0373 00570 1 1951 
00500 10329 00854 1 2094 
00550 10289 01139 12212 
00600 1 0252 01447 12315-@ 
00650 10219 
0,0700 10188 
00750 1 0161 
00800 1 0136 
00850 1 0113 
00900 10093 
00950 10075 
01000 10059 
01050 1 0045 
01100 10033 
01150 1,0023 
01200 10015 
01250 10008 
01299 10004 
01349 1 0001 
01399 10001 

0-01402 1 0000 

Flgure 9. - Sldt-2 coordInates. 

Slat 
Internal Contour 

X/R V/R 
01404 10006-0 
01399 10009 
01349 1 0042 
01299 10077 
01250 1 0113 
01200 10150 
01150 1 0189 
01100 10230 
01000 1 0320 
00950 10370 
00900 10424 
00850 10484 
00800 10551 
00750 10632 
00700 1 0735 
00650 1 0940 
00647 1 0996 
00650 1 1060 
00700 11299 
00750 11420 
00800 1 1513 
00850 11592 
00900 1 1661 
00950 11724 
01000 11782 
01050 11836 
01100 11887 
01150 1 1935 
01200 11980 
01250 12024 
01299 1 2066 
01349 1 2106 
01399 1 2145 
01449 1 2182 
01467 12195-@ 
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Figure 10. - Model details showing slot-gap settings and f~ller installation. 



MODEL INSTRUMENTATION 

Suff1cient total and static pressure instrumentat10n was installed on 
the model to evaluate the 1nlet overall performance and to investigate the 
flow patterns into the inlet thereby ga1ning some insight as to the effects 
on performance of the various configurations changes and operating conditions. 
The measure of overall performance of the inlet was the total pressure recovery 
and d1stortion at the fan face - the recovery causing engine thrust losses and 
thus affectlng the eng1ne and a1rcraft slzlng, and the total pressure distor
tl0n dlctating the limits of safe operation of the fan relative to blade stress 
cr1ter1a. 

To determine the fan face total pressure, six evenly spaced total pressure 
rakes hav1ng 19 probes each, were located immediately upstream of the fan face 
station. The 19 probes 1n each rake were distributed between the fan hub and 
t1P (wall), as shown 1n figure 11 along with the appropriate dimensions. Also, 
a typical rake is shown 1n the photograph previously presented in figure 7. 
The outermost probes were suffic1ently close to the wall to measure flow sep
aration occurr1ng on the slat and/or cowl lips. Also shown in figure 11 is 
the fractlon of fan face cross-sectional area identified with each probe and 
subsequently used for calculating the area-weighted total pressure recovery. 
Furthermore, the radial locat10n of the two stream statics installed in each 
rake and used to define the fan face flow static pressure profiles are shown. 

To measure the fan blade stress levels result1ng from the inlet flow, six 
straln gauges were mounted on three separate fan blades (two per blade) as 
shown in figure 12. Durlng each test run the output from the root gauge at 
positl0n 2 ln figure 12 WdS continuously monitored as the fan speed was 
1ncreased with an X-Y plotter to assure that the fan was not over-stressed. 

To measure the slat/cowl surface pressures during each run, static 
pressures orifices were installed. The bulk of these taps were provided at 
the zero degree c1rcumferent1al location which is cr1tical relat1ve to the 
tunnel flow at model angle of attack conditions. Figure 13 identifies the 
locat10n of each tap. Also the taps were more heavily d1str1buted in reg10ns 
where flow separation 1S more likely to occur (i.e., below the highlight of 
the slat and cowl IIp). 

With the throat/fan face spacers installed, wall circumferential static 
pressures were measured by taps located as shown in figure 14. To measure the 
slot flow total pressures, three rakes were mounted from the cowl lip at the 
angular locations shown 1n figure 15. These rakes were displaced 5 degrees 
from the fan face total pressure rakes to avoid 1nterference with the rake 
readings. Each rake consisted of five probes extending a distance from the 
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Figure 11. - Fan face rake total and static pressure instrumentation. 
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3 01222 104913 3 01629 107504 16 4000 12660 
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4 06800 100440 4 09163 100909 19 1 670 11040 
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12 05000 11 8000 12 01425 11 6570 31 2474 10004 

Figure 13. - Slat/cowl surface static pressure tap locations. 
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No Spacer 2 Inch Spacer 4 I nch Spacer 

X ~IN o ~DEG Static tap number (see figure 13) 

1 054 0 31 31 31 
45 31 31 31 
80 31 31 31 

135 31 31 31 
180 31 31 31 
225 31 31 31 
270 31 31 31 
315 31 31 31 

1720 0 26 

2050 0 28 
180 28 
270 28 
300 28 
340 28 

2390 0 27 
180 27 
270 27 
300 27 
340 27 

3050 0 29 

3054 45 32 
90 32 

135 32 
180 32 
225 32 
270 32 
315 32 

4050 0 30 
180 30 
270 30 
300 30 
340 30 

5054 45 33 
90 33 

135 33 
180 33 
225 33 
270 33 
315 33 

X measured from cowl lip highlight 

Figure 14. - Locatlon of lnterna1 wall static pressure taps 
mounted in throat and spacer. 
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wall sufficlent to accommodate the largest slot width, i.e., with the slat in 
the most forward position. With the slat retracted, the outer probes that 
would be in the wake of the slat flow were cut off. 

The fan exit total pressures were measured by five total preHsure rakes 
as shown in figure 16. Each rake consisted of ten probes located radially 
as shown in the figure. These pressures were area weighted and the values 
ratloed to the fan inlet area weighted pressures to establish the fan pressure 
ratio. 

All model and tunnel pressures were measured by a series of nine 48-
channel sCdnivalves, each hdving a separate calLbrated transducer. The fan 
face rake tot.l1 pressures (114 measurC'ments), from which the recovcry and 
distortion levels are estdblished, were divided between four of these scani
valves. To assure data accuracy and consistency, each of the calibrated trans
ducers associated with these four scanivalves also measured the tunnel total 
pressure (from the same tunnel probe). These d,lta were used to calculate the 
local to tunnel total pressure ratio (P Ip ) of each probe of the appropriate 

t to scanlvalve. 
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DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURES 

A descr.lpt1.on of the methods used to calculate the performance data pre
sented 1.n th1.s report 1.S descr1.bed below. 

Inlet/Fan Airflow Rates 

The fan airflow rates presented herein are based on correlations of the 
NASA-LeRC fan face rake aga1.nst a cal1.brated bellmouth. The calibration 
reflects the true flow rate as a funct1.on of the rake 1.ntegrated values from 
total and stat1.C pressure measurements, wh1.ch 1.S approximately 6 percent 
h1.gher than the integrated value. To obtain corrected we1.ght flows based on 
the total pressure and temperature at the fan face, the standard procedure is 
used, 1.. e. , 

w/IS W (T2/To)~ 
--0-- (r

t2
/po) 

where To ,md Po are the reference sea level values. Also, the inlet welght 
flow (or m;1-;S flow) rdtlOed to the choking value through the inlet net area is 
c.llcul,ltl'd by. 

(j) 

w* = 

(W;~* = 49.41 lb/sec/sq ft 

Fan Face Total Pressure Recovery 

For compar1.son, several methods were used in the data reduction program 
at NASA-LeRC to calculate fan face total pressure recovery - includlng a mass
average, area-weighted average, equal area average, and a simple arlthmetlc 
average. The area-weighted method 1.S considered to be the most correct (and 
also the lowest recovery) and was used in this report. Itis defined as follows. 
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1=1 to 6 

P
t2 

L: P dA .. t .. 
1=1 to 19 1J 1J 

P A P to net to 

where Pti,j are the indiv1dual probe measured total pressures and where dAi . 
is the incremental area associated w1th each probe, as listed in figure 11. ,J 

Total Pressure Distortion 

Three total pressure distortion parameters (Le., NDI, KD2, and KS) that 
Ildve been utilized for various production engines configurations in the past 
have been evaluated from tim measured fan face total pressure. These para
meters have been developed by the appropriate engine manufacturers and are 
intended to correlate result1ng d1stortion patterns to allowable engine operation. 

The General Electric procedure for calculating the NDI distortion 
parameter is as follows: 

Total annulus area 
(1.5% outer diameter excluded) 

A = A /2 outer A 

i\ = Area weighted P t in AA 

PTr-tAX Max.Lmum P t in A-A 

Ninimum Pt in AA 

Portion of AA which is con-
tinuous where measured 
pressures are less than Pt 

ATL Portion of ~ 1n Aouter 

PTM1N Area we1ghted Pt 1n ~ 

~ Radial profile index = 2 ATL/~ 

Procedure: Divide annulus into 180 equal area segments (10 rines, 18 sectors) 
interpolate rake data to obtain total pressure for each segment. 
Perform the following calculations for each continuous low 
pressure region. 
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PTAV - Average P
t 

1n AI. 

Pl , - Minimum P in AI. 
MIN t 

II [~T -1''1' 1 Shdpe F.lctor S AV 
= -

Z P - PTMIN T 

Extent factor E 2 AIJAA 

Prof1le Factor Y 1 + 2 ABS(2 AT /~ - 1) 
L 

[P - PTMIN] 
NO 

TMAX 
ISEY 

P
T 

NOMA)( maximum NO calculated for all low pressure regions 

NIlMAX [ NO, r NOI 
NO MAX 2 

+ ND
Z 

+ ... NON 

The Pratt .md Whitney procedure in calculating the K02 distortion 
p.lrameter is outll.llCd be \0\,,: 

For each instrument.lt10n r1ng 

Average over ring 

Angular extents where 
Pt is less than P

T 

= Hinimum for each extent 

(6:0)K = lpT - P 

] OK 
TK,HIN 

P
T 

( t.~8) = 100 x HAX (A:8)]K tV PERCENT 
P HAX 
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Sum for each ring 

~ (~_pP0) 
KD2 = _1=---==i:--_~~~ __ MA_X...;..:..' i~ 

1: ~i 
t 

The Pratt and Whitney procedure for c~lculating the K8 distortion parameter is 
outlined below: 

J 

[(~~Lx ] L: Wring 
r1ng = 1 ring Dring 

KG J Wring 

o/1'T 2: Dring 

ring = 1 

where 

J = number of total rings which is equal to number of probes 
per rake 

Dring = diameter of the ring or radial probe 

tVring ring area weighting factor 

P 
T 

face average total pressure 

<tIP
T = dynamic head/average total pressure 

To define the term(~) ,a more detailed explanation is required. 
}.2 

max 

In general, the circumferential distribution of total pressure at a given 
radius can be presented by a Fourier series. A particularly useful 
form of such an expression is: 

+ 1: (an cos n8 + bn sin n8) 

n = 1 
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where 

71 
P 1 I _T (8) cos n8 d8 an 

71 P
T -71 

In p 
b = ~ P T (8) sin n8 de 

n 
-71 T 

If we define A 
n 

-= 

Thus defining 

then the series can be written as: 

00 

+ L A sin (n8 + <p ) 
n n 

n = 1 

as being the largest value of this expression for the 

sine series representation of the data. 

Flow Velocity Distortion 

At hlgh inlet angles of attack a nonuniform static pressure profile exists 
at the throat/ fan face for a zero-length inlet. ThlS distribution reults in a 
corresponding inlet flow veloclty dlstortion (l.e., potential flow distortion) 
even though a uniform no loss total pressure proflle may eXlst. The velocity 
lS calculated at each probe from the measured total pressure and the static 
pressure proflles defined by a linear varlation of the two stream static 
pressures measued ln each rake, as follows; 

P 
t.. measured total pressure of each probe 
1,J 

P = 1nterpolated stream static at each probe location 
1,J 
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H . 
1,J 

v. IV* 
1,J 

v* 

v . 
1,] 

For each probe: 

= 

H1 ,J r2+(Y~:~ M? .J ~ 
1,] 

fyg R T
to

/(l+Y;l) J~ 

V . 
2..!.J.. x 

V* V* 

Change III Blade Effective Angle of Attack 

V from above 
1,J 

V 
Tan 

6(3 

7T r. N 
1,) 

360 

-1 V 
tan -2:..!1. 

VTan 

[HAX 13] 
j=l to 6 

Surface Pressures/Mach Number/Velocity 

The measured surface stat1c pressures presented in the report are 

normalized 'nth freestream total pressure, 1.. e. pip to. From these data the 

local surface Mach number and veloc1ty are calcuated from the compressible 

flow relat10nships prev10usly used 1n calculating flow velocity distortion. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

General Discussion 

This section presents the overall performance of the zero-length, slotted
llP inlet configuration and appropriate d1Scussions of the test data. The 
sect10n is structured, as outlined in f1gure 17, to present initially the per
formance of the des1gn baseline conf1guration including effects of forward 
speed and model angle of attack. Subsequent to the discussion of these data, 
the effects on performance of each of the configuration variables tested are 
presented - slat contraction ratio, slot-gap width (slat fore and aft posi
t10n), inlet throat/fan face spacer, and the 90 degree slot gap fillers. 
F1nally, estimated angle-of-attack bounds based on flow separation are pre
sented and slat/cowl surface velocit1es, calculated from measured static 
pressures, are compared to those predicted by potential flow analysis. 

Baseline Configuration Performance 

The b.lhcline configllr.llion, ;)" described in the model description section, 
WdS selecled dS being tile most likely to meet the design operating require
ments of a subsonlc V/STOl. dircraft. This configuration has a slat contraction 
ratio of 1.2, a slot-gap width of 0.51 1nches, and no inlet throat/fan face 
spacer. Within the 11m1ts of allowable flow distortion and fan blade stress 
levels, the measure of quality of the inlet flow is the total pressure recov
ery. Degradations 1n th1S parameter through frict10n and separation losses 
reduce the available engine net thrust. For the V/STOL aircraft, where lift 
at take-off 1S derived totally from eng1ne thrust, this results in a direct 
1ncrease 1n eng1ne Slze and therefore, a1rcraft gross weight. 

For the baseline configuration, the fan face total pressure recovery for 
all cond1tions tested 1S presented in figure 18 as a function of inlet airflow 
(or mass flow) ratio. Th1S flow parameter is the ratio of the inlet airflow 
to the quantity necessary to choke the inlet area (i.e., maximum airflow) and 
1S shown in relation to the throat Mach number and absolute corrected airflow 
in figure 19. 

F1gure 18 shows that except for the low airflows tested (representing 
engine 1dle operation), the lowest recovery measured was 0.988; this occurring 
at 105 knots tunnel speed and a model angle of attack of 60 degrees. Also 
shown in this figure are the flow total pressure distortion levels as calcu
lated from the KD2 parameter. The distortlon levels are consistent with the 
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BASELINE CONFIGURATION 

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 

EFFECT OF FORWARD SPEED 

EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK 

EFFECT OF FLOW VELOCITY DISTORTION ON FAN PERFORMANCE 

EFFECT OF SLAT CONTRACTION RATIO 

EFFECT OF SLOT GAP WIDTH 

EFFECT OF THROAT/FAN SPACER 

EFFECTOF90oSLOT FILLERS 

FLOW SEPARATION AND INLET OPERATING ENVELOPES 

COMPARISON WITH POTENTIAL FLOW PREDICTIONS 

F1gure 17. - Summary of performance curves. 
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high recoveries measured dnd dre well below empirically derived criteria for 
acceptable fdn operatlon, as will be dibcussed later. 

Although the lowest recovery measured was 0.988, the associated model 
angle of dttack (60 degrees)is outside the operating envelope for the V/STOL 
fixed nacelle application, as illustrated in figure 20. This figure presents 
the estlmated V/STOL velocity/angle of attack envelope and lines of constant 
total pressure recovery based on measurements at the test data points shown. 
The V/STOL envelope is based on considerations of adverse crosswind velocity 
conditions durlng hover, as well as aircraft attitudes durlng transition and 
maneuverlng flight modes. As can be noted on the figure, the fan face total 
pressure recovery is not less than 0.994 over the entire operating envelope. 
At hover, with a 35 knot crosswind at 120 degrees angle of attack, where 
englne sizing is influenced by inlet losses, the recovery is not less than 
0.996. 

The soltd symbols in figure 20 represent test conditions at which inlet 
flow separ<ltion is indic,lled by the fan face rake. Occurrence of this separa
tion ib defined here as when any measured total pressure at the fan face 
approaches the measured static pressure. This first occurs adjacent to the 
duct wall at the zero degree rake locatl0n (critical at angle of attack). 
Since this separation is very localized at the conditions tested (as will be 
shown in subsequent total pressure proflles), the levels of average total 
pressure recovery are high and flow distortion low. 

Durlng each test run fan blade stress levels were continuously recorded 
as the fan speed was increased from idle to maximum. Since test procedures 
were such to 11mit the model angle of attack to the occurrence of separation, 
these stress levels did not exceed a low percentage of the safe operating 
value. TYPlcal traces are shown in figure 21 at the maximum angle of attack 
tested for each tunnel speed. Also, for reference the zero degree angle-of
attack data are shown. As can be noted, the stress levels are very low; how
ever at the maximum fan speed tested (maximum airflow) the levels are beginning 
to increase. 

Since the medsured stress levels are low, allowable inlet operating 
envelopes based on thlS parameter were not generated. These envelopes, however, 
would be pecullar to the specific fan tested and could not be readily general
ized for fans havlng different structural integritles. 

In addltion to the KD2 flow dlstortion parameter presented in figure 18, 
two alternate parameters, K8 and NDI were calculated and are compared in 
figure 22, agaln for the maximum angles of attack tested. These parameters 
account for the magnltude and the radlal and circumferentlal extent of the low 
total pressure regions at the fan face and are intended to correlate limits of 
operation wlth distortion for the fan. The NDI parameter, for example, has 
been employed by General Electric for the TF34 engine. The engine specifica
tion (reference 3) stipulates that no engine performance penalties result if 
the index (NDI) lS below a value of 0.10, and fan operation is not restricted 
for values below 0.20 (i.e., a value of 0.20 would dlctate the maximum allowable 
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Figure 20. - Total pressure recovery summary over inlet operating envelope 
CR=1.2, 0.51 inch slot gap, no spacer. 
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F1gure 21. - Measured fan blade stress levels-basel1ne configuration 
CR=1.2, 0.51 inch slot gap, no spacer. 
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F1gure 22. - Inlet flow total pressure distortion at maximum angles 
of attack tested, CR=1.2, 0.51 inch slot gap, no spacer. 
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fan speed). As can be noted for the baseline conflguratl0n, no values greater 
than 0.03 were calculated over the alrflow range assoclated wlth hlgh fan 
speeds. 

For the KD2 parameter, data are available (reference 4) lndicatlng the 
tolerance of the Pratt and \fultney TF30 englne. These data show allowable 
levels of distortlon of 1240 at zero turbulence decreaslng to 380 at a 3 per
cent turbulence level, well above the values calculated for the inlet model 
dnd shown ln fi?ure 22. The low levels of flow distortion calculated during 
the test preclude establlshing an operatlng llmit (angle of attack/forward 
speed) based on thlS parameter. 

Effect of Forw:mt Speed 

For d conventlon.li un'>iotted-lip lnlet the effect of forward speed is to 
lmprove the total pressure recovery reldtlve to tile static condltion (referred 
to as cledn up). This results from a change in the pattern (direction) of the 
enterlng streamllnes - the cowl surface stagnation pOlnt moving from infinity 
at statlc condltlons to some forward locatlon on the cowl dependlng on the 
forward speed. 

For a slotted-lip lnlet operatlng at a fan face Mach number of 0.52, the 
total pressure recovery lS reduced with increasing forward speed, as shown in 
flgure 23. This loss is also evidenced by the degradation in the fan face 
total pressure profiles shown in flgure 24. As the speed increases, the flow 
enters the sLot from .1 more forward direction, requirlng greater turning 
Llround the slat leadlng edge and thereby incurring greater losses. The slat/ 
cowl surface pressure dlstribution, also shown in figure 24, illustrates the 
shift ln flow p,lttern with forward speed. This shift results in increasing 
pressures on the slat .md decreaSing pressures on the cowl as the speed in
l're.lse~. Thl' reductIon III ~Iot flow recovery, ah meabured by the slot total 
pressure Lli-l'S, l" "hown III rl~UrL' 25 .md .1'> c.m be noted the level of recovery 
Ih l'On~istl'nL wHh lh,lt Illl',I"lIrl'd by lhe Lm LIce rake in the vicinity of the 
duct w,lll (figure 24). Till' change In the flow p.lttern into the inlet with 
forward speed is .llluc;tr.lted in [lgUrL' 26 which comparee; the surface Mach num
ber distrlbutlon at the zero and 105 knot tunnel speeds. 

Effect of Angle of Attack 

The effect of increasing model angle of attack is to ultimately cause the 
flow to separate from the slat/cowl surface with a correspondlng reduction in 
total pressure recovery, as shown ln flgure 27. At tunnel speeds up to 
35 knots the effective llP contractlon ratio lS sufficient to preclude flow 
separation up to a model angle of 120 degrees (noted by virtually no loss in 
recovery). At lncreaslngly hlgher speeds the angle at WhlCh separation occurs 
lS reduced, as indlcated by the loss ln total pressure. The dashed line on 
this figure lndlcates the maximum angles estimated for the V/STOL fixed nacelle 
operating envelope as previously shown in figure 20. 
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The loss in inlet recovery with lncreasing angle of attack is illustrated 
by the fan face total pressure prof lIes shown ln figure 28. As the model 
angle of attack is increased from zero degrees, the direction of the flow into 
the slot on the windward side of the nacelle becomes more aligned to the slot 
opening thus requiring less turnlng around the slat leading edge. This more 
favorable direction reduces the pressure loss through the slot as indicated by 
the improvement in the measured total pressure adjacent to the wall on the fan 
face rake, (1-R/Rmax)<0.05. Correspondingly, however, the flow direction 
associated with the higher angles of attack reduces the static pressures on 
the slat below the highlight, resulting in increased local flow separation on 
this surface. The separation lS assumed from the loss in recovery as evidenced 
by the fan face rake measurements at a greater distance from the duct wall. 
This is more clearly illustrated in figure 29 at a tunnel speed of 60 knots 
and for a change in angle of attack from 0 to 80 degrees, a condition where 
the slot flow is not separated from the cowl lip. At sufficiently high com
blnations of speed and angle of attack (e.g. 80 knots/70 degrees) the slot 
flow does separate from the cowl lip as shown by the rake total pressure pro
file in figure 28. 

The improvement ln slot flow total pressure recovery with increasing 
angle of attack (until flow separation occurs from the cowl lip) alluded to 
above, was measured by the slot total pressure rake and is presented in 
figure 30. These data also indicate that the recovery is uniform across the 
slot exit width as well as circumferentially around the inlet. Since the area 
convergence through the slot lS relatively large (approximately 2 to 1) the 
uniform proflle across the slot appears reasonable. It was reasoned above, 
however, that at increasingly high angles of attack the alignment of the flow 
into the slot on the Wlndward side of the nacelle was more favorable thereby 
improving the slot flow recovery. It might be expected, therefore, that on 
the leeward side of the nacelle the flow entering the slot must turn com
pletely around the slat leadlng edge, thereby reducing the recovery compared 
to the windward side, a trend not supported by the uniform recovery data in 
figure 30. It must be considered, however, that at increasing angles of attack 
the static pressure across the slot eXlt on the leeward side becomes increas
lngly more positive thereby reducing the flow through the slot. This reduction 
~n flow (and corresponding flow veloclty) compensates for the increased turning 
loss around the slat to provide a uniform circumferential total pressure 
recovery through the slot. The increase in static pressure across the slot 
exit on the leeward slde is evident from the surface Mach number distribution 
presented in figure 31. 

The fan face total pressure profiles presented thus far are those measured 
by the zero degree rake (critical for separation at angle of attack). 
Figure 32 presents similar data for each of the six rakes installed for sev
eral test condltions at maximum fan airflow. These data lliustrate the circum
ferential loss in freestream total pressure immediately adjacent to the duct 
wall (fan tip) as resulting from the slot and slat cowl surfaces, and the 
localization of high boundary layer loss at high angles of attack to the zero 
degree position (windward nacelle). 
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At 35 knots/120 degrees/angle of attack, for example, figure 32 shows 
that the flow on the cowl lip is attached; however, at this high angle the 
flow over the slat on the windward side experiences pressure losses as evi
denced by the loss in recovery at (l-R/Rmax) of 0.065. The surfacel static 
pressur~ distributions are presented in figure 33 for the same inletl and! 
flow conditions as are presented in figure 32. The pressures measured ~t 
the last two taps at the trailing edge of the slat at Va - 35 kts., figure 
33(b), are becoming closer as the angle of attack increases. As these two 
pressures approach being equal, the boundary layer approaches incipient sep
aration with a concomitant thickening of the boundary layer demonstrated in 
figure 32 at an a = 1200 • At the higher tunnel speed of 105 knots and with 
a 60 degree angle of attack the flow separates from the cowl lip on the 
windward side, resulting in the total pressure profile of figure 32. This 
separation is also evidenced by the cowl static pressure distribution of 
figure 33e, whereby the cowl pressures decrease with increasing angle-of
attack until at 60 degrees a further reduction cannot be sustained and a 
noticeable change in slope of the adverse pressure gradient occurs. For 
reference, the slat/cowl circumferential surface static pressure distrib
utions for this condition are presented in figure 34, and, as expected, 
these pressures become more positive with angular displacement from the 
critical zero degree windward location. Also, for reference, the slot 
flow total pressure recovery for high angle of atttack conditions is shown 
in figure 35. 

Effect of Inlet Flow Velocity Distortion on Fan Performance 

Flow distortion parameters have been developed by the various engine 
manufacturers and correlated to fan blade stress levels of particular engines; 
thereby allowing def1nit10n of an operating envelope for the inlet once the 
d1stortion levels have been defined. These parameters have generally been 
based on the total pressure distortion. 

Because of the static pressure gradient existing, both radially and cir
cumferentially. at the fan face during high angles of attack, a velocity dis
tortion also exists; causing a change 1n relative blade angle of attack during 
rotation. This is illustrated by the typical inlet flow velocity distortion 
profiles shown in figure 36. Also shown for comparison are the profiles at 
zero degrees angle of attack. This velocity distortion results in a change 
in effective blade angle of attack. as shown in figure 37. This blade angle 
was calculated from the flow velocity (axial) and the blade velocity (tangen
tial) at each probe 10cat10n. It should be mentioned that crossflows are 
induced by the fan to attempt to obtain a constant flow through each blade 
passage and are not considered in the above calculation. 

The effect of the velocity distortion on the fan performance, i.e. the 
total pressure ratio distribution. is shown in figure 38. Comparison of these 
profiles with the zero degree angle of attack profile shows that the velocity 
distortion carries through the fan to some extent. However, it is also inter
esting to note in figure 39 that the average fan total pressure is not 
affected by the distortion. This result appears consistent with the criter1a 
of using a total pressure distortion parameter to specify engine operating 
limits. since the total pressure distortion was also very low. 
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Effect of Slat Contraction Ratio 

The alternate slat configuration tested had a lip contraction ratio of 
1.3, resulting in a larger turning radius for the internal flow at the expense 
of increased external highllght to maX.lmum d.1ameter rat.1O (for the same maxi
mum area). The measured reCOVer.1eb for this configuration are shown in 
flgure 40 as a funct.lon of inlet airflow rat.1O and are summarized relative to 
the estimated V/STOL operating envelope .1n figure 41 for maximum airflows 
tested. 

Compar.lng these data with those obtained with the 1.2 contraction ratio 
slat (hgure 42) ver.1f.les the expected result of improved total presc,ure 
recovery w.1th .lncreased contraction ratio. At forward speeds less than 
60 knots, where separation is not eV.1dent for either contraction ratio, this 
.1mprovement .lS min.lmal. At the higher speeds, however, higher angles of 
attack were attained with the 1.3 contract.1on ratio slat before the onset of 
flow separation. Conversely, at the same tunnel speed/angle of attack condi
tion a h.1gher recovery was measured. The flow separation envelopes for these 
configurations are discussed later. 

Figure 43 compares the zero degree rake total pressure profiles for the 
two contract.1on rat.1O slats at identical operating cond.1tions. The 1.3 
contract.1on ratio slat results in a h.1gher measured total pressure at a dis
tance from the duct wall of l-R/RMAX = 0.07, where the profile reflects the 
flow COnd.1tlOns over the slat. Also, at a forward speed of 105 knots the 
total prcc,sures adJdccnt to the duct wall are higher for the larger con
trJction ratio stat, ind.lcating a less pronounced separation over the cowl 
lip compared to that with tll~ smaller contraction ratio slat. This results 
from the .lnfl uence o[ the [low [rom the slat trailing edge on the flow 
through the slot. As the flow [rom the slat trailing edge becomes less 
aX.1ally-directed, through separation effects, the pressure gradient acting 
to help turn the slot flow aft is reduced and local flow separation on the 
cowl lip increases. The tYP.1cal effect of the slat larger turn.lng radius on 
the surface static pressure d.lstributions .1S shown in f.1gure 44. For the 
1.3 contract.1on rat.1O slat, the minimum pressure occurs at the highl.1ght; 
result.1ng from the sharper surface curvature employed external to the high
l.1ght to malnta.1n the same maximum diameter of the inlet model. 

Effect of Slot Gap Width 

The model hardware was designed such that the slat could be moved fore 
and aft to invest1gate the effect of the slot-gop w1dth on performance. For 
no gap, as simulated with the 360 degree slot filler blockb, the enLire .lnlet/ 
fan airflow is accommodated by the slat lip. As the blat is moved forward, 
allowing a port.1on of the L111 flow to pass through the slot, the flow over 
the slat becomes less susceptible to flow separation S.1nce the pressure 
loadlng on the slat is reduced. However the flow over the cowl lip becomeb 
more suscept.1ble to flow separat.1on since .1t becomes more heav.1ly loaded. 
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The effect of Hlot g,lp width on totdl preH'>ure recovery is pre Hen ted in 
figure 45 for the 1.2 cnntLlction ratio Hlat and for (!,}ch of the tunnel speeds 
tested. Considering lhe V/STOL operating envelope, the slot provides the most 
benefit at the 35 knot/120 degree angle of attack condition; with an optimum 
slot width at approximately 0.36 inches. As can be noted, the slot improves 
the total pressure recovery by dlmost 2 percent over the no-slot configuration. 
If the angle-of-attack requirement was to 1ncrease at the high speeds, this 
benefit would be more significant because of flow separation effects. 

At the h1gher forward speeds (greater than 60 knots) figure 45 shows that 
the higher fan face total pressure recovery occurs with a slot gap width of 
approx1mately 0.36. The degradation 1n recovery with increasingly greater gap 
d1stances is also verif1ed by the data in figure 46, for which the 4 inch 
throdt/fan spacer was 1nstalled, and also for the 1.3 contraction ratio slat 
.In flgure 47. 

Based on the criterl,l lh,lt flow ,>eparat.lon occurs at a fixed value of 
11l'.lk ~urf.lcl' Vl'lnclty or H,ICh number, the mOHt optimum Hlot gap width exists 
Whl'rl' bnlh llll' :-.Llt ,1l1d cllwl lips dn' l'CllId Ily lo,lded, 1.e., the peak pressures 
,11"l' till' H,llIll'. FlgurL' 4H l'IlIllP,lrL''-> Lht''->l' prl"H,lIn''l .Il lhe Htllth! condition 
f(l1' ,\ VdL"i,llillll in gdp width wllh thl' 4 Inch lhrn,ll/f.m sp,lcer inHl,t11ed. 
It is c le~lrly seen that ~IS the g~lp width is increased the pressure loading de
creases on the slat and increases on the cowl; with equal loading occurring at 
a gap width of 0.25 1nches. At th1s condition the loading is relatively low, 
however, result1ng 1n maximum surface Mach numbers of 0.72. Similar data are 
presented for the high speed/high angle of attack condition in figure 49, 
along with the zero degree rake total pressure profiles. At increasing gap 
widths the slat pressure loading 1S reduced, however unlike the data for the 
static condition 1n f1gure 48 flow separation eventually occurs on the cowl 
as evidenced by both the total pressure profile and the absence of increasingly 
lower minimum peak pressures on the surface. Similar data are presented in 
f1gures 50 and 51 for each contraction ratio slat with no throat/fan spacer 
installed. Also shown in figure 52 1S the slot flow total pressure recovery 
for these configurations. 

Effect of Fan Throat Spacer 

Provisions were made to displace the inlet throat forward of the fan face 
by installation of 2 and 4 inch length constant area spacers. The effect of 
these spacers is to reduce the favorable "pumping action" (or upstream, 
influence) of the fan and the effect of the spinner on the lip static pressure 
d1stribution, part1cularly w1th regard to keeping the flow attached. Also, 
the spacers prov1de a duct section forward of the fan face that allows re
attachment of locally separated lip flow. These effects can be discerned from 
the fan face total pressure recovery plots in figures 53 and 54 which show the 
recovery with and without the spacers installed as a function of fan face Mach 
number for various operating conditions. 
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At combLn.ltLons of tunnel velocity <lnd model angle of attack where flow 
separ<ltion does not exiht (<Ill tunnel velocities at zero angle of attack) the 
recovery is slightly lower witll the spacers installed due to additional wetted 
surfJce (friction losseh). At higher .:mgles of attack and tunnel speed, how
ever, flow separat10n occurs on the slat/cowl lip and therefore, the recovery 
is largely dependent on the strength of the fan pumping action (affected by 
fan speed and proximity to the 1nlet throat). With no spacer installed, the 
data at 105 knots/50 degree angle-of-attack in figure 53 shows a loss in 
recovery of approximately 1 percent at the low fan speed resulting from flow 
separation. As the fan speed and 1nlet airflow increases, the pumping action 
of the fan located at the throat, reduces the flow separation and roughly 
halves the recovery loss at the maximum fan speed tested. With the 4 inch 
spacer installed the trend is exactly opposite. At the low fan speeds the 
duct length allows re-attachment of the separated flow with a reSUlting recov
ery loss of only 0.3 percent. At h1gher fan speeds, however, the pumping 
act10n of the fan is not felt because of the fan face displacement. Alsowith 
increased surface velocities, result1ng from the increased airflow, flow 
separation 1S encountered wh1ch increases the recovery loss to approximately 
0.8 percent at the maxlmum fan speed tested. Figure 55 compares the fan face 
total pressure proflles and slat/cowl surface static pressure distributions 
with and wlthout the spacers lnstalled, 1llustrating the above discussion. 
Also the totdl pressure recovery at a tunnel speed of 105 knots is presented 
1n figure 56 .1S d function of spacer length for several fan face Mach numbers. 
As shown in th is figure the in let thro,lt/Lm face spacer has relatively little 
l'ffect on tlw fan-LICl.' tol.11 prl'ssurl.' recovery. especLl1ly at low angles of 
.1tL-lcL At high .1I1gles 01 .1tL.lck, wlll'rl' the flow Ls more likely to separate. 
tIle fdn face total pressure recovery Lncredses slightly at low fan speeds 
where the pumping action is small. Evidently, adding length between the 
throat and fan face allows the flow to reattach ahead of the fan-face which 
more than compensates for any recovery reduction associated with spinner 
10cat10n. 

As discussed previously a significant potential flow velocity distortion 
occurs at the inlet throat under high angle of attack conditions. The effect 
of the constant area duct section provided by the spacer is such to reduce 
this velocity distortion as shown in figure 57. However, as was also dis
cussed earlier this distort10n did not affect the fan performance and is ex
pected to have less of an effect on the higher pressure ratio fans being con
sidered for V/STOL applications. 

Effect of Slot Gap Fillers on Performance 

Dur1ng the V/STOL a1rcraft stud1es at Lockheed twin eng1ne pods were con
sidered for a four eng1ne configurat10n. The effect of two adjacent nacelles 
1S to essent1ally block a 90 degree sector over which the slot is effective. 
To s1mulate this effect dur1ng the program, 90 degree slot fillers were 
installed and tested. Since the direction of the tunnel flow relative to the 
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model was fixed, the fillers were installed in two separate locations. The 
first locatl0n was at the bottom of the inlet with the fliler extending circurn
ferentially from 45 degrees to 135 degrees and relative to the tunnel flow 
represented an angle of attack condltion of the aircraft. The second location 
was at 180 degrees, directly Opposlte the tunnel flow dIrection and extendlng 
from 135 degrees to 225 degrees and represented a crosswind condition of the 
aircraft. 

Eliminattng a 90 degree sector of the slot in the locations descrlbed 
,Ibnve h.ls essent idlly no effect on the fan LIce lola I pre.,<;ure recovery as 
~hnwn In figures 58 .md 59. With tIll' ftller in the 45-135 degree location the 
~\.Il/cnwl "urLlce ~t.llIl' pn'hhun'~ ,In' only .,Iightly reduced a, bhown typically 
III figure 60 for the 80 knol/40 degree ,mgll' of .ltL.lck condition. For the 
filler inhlalled In ll1l' 135-225 degrel' IOl'.lllOn, howl'ver. lhe static pressures 
on the slat ,Ire more higniflc,mtly reduced compared to the no-filler conflgura
tion as shown in fIgure 61. For reference, the fan face rake total pressure 
profiles are shown wllh dnd without each of the flller, installed in fIgures 62 
through 65. 

Flow SeparatIOn and Inlet Operating LImits 

Flow sepdr.ltl0n occurs from the inlet surface under conditlons of adverse 
pressure gradient/lllgh. loc,11 surf-Ice velOCItIes (or Mach number). As the 
in let ,llrf low or fan LIce ~1dch number Increases there is a proportlonal 
increase In the local surf.lce M,lCh number (potential flow). Also, as the 
angle of the flow into tIl(' IIlIl't Increa<;e., from the forward direction (result
ing from model ,mgle of ,llt.wk). the reducpel .,t.ltll' pre.,<;ureb on the internal 
lip surf.lce on the Wll1dW,lrd hide of the n.lcelle increa.,e the local Mach number 
further. 

For the zero-length, slotted-Ilp Inlet tested, flow separatl0n was 
observed, .IS dlscussed previously, at maximum fan airflow for various combina
tlons of tunnel velocity .Ind model angle of attack. For the baseline config
uration these separatl0n points have been identified In flgure 20. 

The onset of flow separation was determined using the total pressure 
profiles as measured by the fan face rakes and, in particular, the critical 
zero degree rake. Separation was interpreted to affect Inlet and fan perfor
mance when the total pressure measurement adjacent to the duct wall reached 
the wall statlc pressure measurement or when the total pressure profile ex
hIbited a significant reversal in shape. Since the flow in this region is 
basically from the slot passage, the definition reflects separation from the 
cowl lip. It has been observed, however, that when the flow separates from 
the slat and remains attached to the cowl lip (such as shown by the total 
pressure profile In figure 32 and the corresponding static pressure distri
bution In figure 33b) the flow at the fan face wall remains attached. Because 
of the slot flow the separation of flow off the slat is confined to a small 
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drca .It th~ fan [.Ice. ThL' low cncr~y flow ,lssociatcd with the separation is 
energized rdpid J y bcc<ltIsc of the mixing that takes place on ench R ide of the 
region. 

Inlet operating limlts, velocity/angle of attack, can be established based 
on the onset of flow separation. These 11mits will be somewhat conservative 
compared to limlts based on fan blade stress levels. However, once flow sep
aration has been initiated, it is considered that only small increases in 
speed/angle of attack are sufficient to reach the limit stress levels. Further
more, some margin is deslrous to insure satlsfactory operation at the required 
design point. 

During the test, angles of attack have been identified where flow separa
tion is observed. Slnce discrete angles were tested, however, the angle for 
actual onset of separation is somewhat less than those identified. It has 
been shown in reference 2 that the maXlmum surface Mach number can be used as 
criteria for the onset of lip separation. Curves showing the maximum surface 
Mach numbers obtained on the model have been plotted, as shown typically in 
figure 66 for the baseline configuration. Since the static pressure taps were 
located at discrete intervals on the surface, higher local values of Mach num
ber may have occurred between the measurements. Referring to figure 66, as 
the angle of attack incredses for edch tunnel speed the maximum surface Mach 
number increases until flow separation occurs, noted by the abrupt change in 
slope of the curve. 

To establish limit ,mp-Ies for each tunnel speed, the segment of the Mach 
number curves prior to .1 change in s lope (attached flow) were extrap01ated, as 
shown in figure 66 to ,1 maximum value consistent with not exceeding those 
angles of attack identified with separation from the total pressure profiles. 
This maXlmum value of Mach number was then used as a limiting value to deter
mine the maximum angle for each tunnel speed. For the baseline configuration, 
for example, a maximum surface Mach number of 1.3 was selected as shown in 
figure 66. The intersection of this value and the extrapolated curves result 
in angles that do not exceed those for which oepar~tion has been identified 
in figure 28. SiMilar procedures were used for the other slot-gap settings 
and the resulting limiting envelope curves presented in figures 67 and 68 for 
the 1.2 and 1.3 contraction ratio lips, respectively. 

It should be mentioned that thlS procedure is not entirely rigorous but 
does provide a conservative estimate of the speed/angle of attack llmitation 
for the inlet based on the test data. It should also be re-iterated that the 
limlts are based on observed separation at the fan face rake, whereas localized 
separation on the slat/cowl exists at less stringent conditions. 

In addition to obtaining flow separation at high speeds and high angles 
of attack (Just described) this phenomenon also occurred to some extent at the 
very low engine airflows (associated with idle powers) and with very high model 
angles of attack. At low airflows (low fan speeds) the fan does not provide a 
favorable pumping effect on the inlet lip and flow separation ensues. As the 
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fan speed and pumping effect increase, the separation is reduced and an 
1.mprovement in recovery is ohta1.ned. The fan face total pressure profile and 
surfdce static pressure dlstrlhutlonb in figure 69 il11lstrate the low airflow 
separation as well dS the re-dttachm('nt as the flow is in('redbed. At these 
conditions the measured bldde stress levels were very low as would be expected 
with the low fan speeds. Also, as mentioned previously, these operating con
dit1.ons are not primarily of 1.nterest for the V/STOL application. 

When discussing exper1.mental inlet performance, it is convenient to pre
sent the data 1.n figure 67 in the form of the angle of attack lim1.t of the 
inlet as a function of the fan fdce Mach number for a given value of free
stredm veloc1.ty as in flgure 70. There are two reglons presented. One of 
these is the fan operaling reg1.on. The upper boundary of the fdn operating 
region represents the inlet angle of attack requirement for a fixed nacelle 
configurdtlon represented by the dotted curve in figure 20. For cllmparison, 
figure 70 lS annotated with 1.lllet angle of attack requirements for a tilt 
ndcelle and tilt nacelle wHh nozzle vanes. The s1.de boundaries of the fan 
operating region are determined by the operating rdnge of the fan let engine, 
that is, from full to part throttle as shown. The inlet must provide a steady 
supply of air to the fan at high pressure recovery and low distortlon. For 
the inlet to achieve these high performance goals the flow must not separate. 

The second region is hounded by the separatlon bound of the inlet w1.th 
a 1.2 contractlon ratio slat represented by the solid and dashed curve in 
figure 70. The area of the f1.gure that lies below the 1.nlet curve represents 
cond1.tions for attached flow; the area above the curve represents conditions 
for separated flow. The inlet flow is fully attached between the two data 
pOlnts. Th1.s configuration was not tested at 90° angle of attack. If the 
flow separates off the walls of the main cowl wlll're the surface is '-letted by 
alr lngested into the lnlet dnd to a lesser extent off the slat surfaces, the 
pressure recovery decrease'> and tillS wou Id in turn reduce thrust; ~oncom1.tant Iy 
the accompanylng d1.stortllJll l.ncreases would lncrL'ase fan b lade stresses. The 
inlet must be designed wltl, the ided of prevent1.ng bounddry ldyer sepdration. 
Th1.s 1.S done by keep1.ng the surface veloclt1.eS .1'> low as posslble. It can be 
seen from the figure that the 1.nlet meets the requirements of a f1.xed nacelle 
at 80 kts but does not meet the requirements of a simple t1.lt nacelle dur1.ng 
full throttle operation. At part throttle condit1.ons there is no d1.fficulty 
W1.th fan operation. Further testing would be requ1.red to determine 1.f the 
1.2 contract1.on ratio slat would satisfy the fan requirements of the tilt 
nacelle with a nozzle vane. 

There are different phenomena responsible for the inlet separation of 
each branch of the inlet curve. The boundary layer separation on the branch 
of the curve to the left is caused by adverse pressure gradients due to 
decelerating the local surface velocity. This cause of separation has been 
labeled "diffusion-l1.mit separation." The boundary layer separation on the 
right branch of the inlet curve is caused by standing shock waves located at 
the 1.nlet wall surface. As the surface Mach number becomes supersonic and a 
certa1.n Ilm1.t is reached, a shock 1.S formed that separates the boundary layer. 
This 11.mit has been labeled the "Mach number limit." The right side of the 
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inlet separation bounds curve or Mach number limit boundary does not satisfy 
the fan requirements for a tilt nacelle configuration. This suggests the use 
of a hLgher contr.lCtion r.ltin sl.lt. 

The flow separation boundary curve for the 1.3 contraction ratIo is 
presented in f~gure 71 where the separation bounds has changed to a higher 
angle of attack. It appears that the 1. 3 contraction ratio slat would (1) 
marginally satisfy the tilt nacelle fan requ~rements and (2) easily satisfy 
the tilt nacelle with nozzle vane fan requirements even up to 100% fan speed. 

Comparison of Surface Velocity Distributions with Potential Flow 

During the model conf1gurat10n development phase of the program, potential 
flow solutIons for the slat/cowl surface velocity d~stributions were obtained 
by NASA-LeRC for several confIguration variables (contraction ratio, slot gap 
wIdth, etc). The velocity distrIbutIons calculated by the measured static 
pressures during the test are compared to these predictions in figures 72 and 
73 at stat1c operat1ng conditions. Excellent agreement between these data are 
obtcllned on the cowl surLlce. On the slat surface agreement is good, however, 
below the hIghlight the predictl'd velocities are slightly higher than those 
calculated from the tebt d.ll.!. During the test, however, it was noted that 
because of the fan/turbine e"itdust flow an ejector type pumping action induced 
some tunnel flow velocity (approximately 27 ft/sec), and therefore the true 
static cond1tion w.!s not s1muldted. Subsequently, additional potential flow 
solutions were generated using the [reestream velocity measured during the 
test. These results, shown as the dashed lines in figure 73 indicate the 
effect of tunnel speed to only b tight 1y better approximate the test data. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclus10ns regardIng the applIcation of zero-length, 
slotted-lip inlets to subsonic mIlitary aircraft were derived from the test 
data of th1s program. 

Zero-length, slotted-lip Inlets are suitable for most subsonic military 
aircraft where the minimum inlet length is not constrained by acoustic treat
ment cons1derat10ns. The 1nlet is part~cularly well suited for V/STOL aircraft 
where large inlet lip contractIon ratios are required. For a tilt nacelle type 
V/STOL aircraft, the reduction in Inlet lip contraction ratio in going from a 
long conventIonal axisymmetric Inlet to a zero-length, slotted-lip inlet is 
suffIcient not only to compensate for an increase in throat area but also to 
allow for a reduction In maxImum cowl radIus. Even for a fixed nacelle type 
V/STOL aircraft, a SIzable reductIon in Inlet length can be obtained without 
adversely affectIng the maximum cowl radIus. 
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The model tests in the NASA-LeRC 9-by lS-foot low speed tunnel indicate 
that zero leng~ll, slotted-lip tnlets having 1.2 and 1.3 contraction ratio 
slats satisfy all cr itl.c,il low-speed inlet operating requirements for V/STOL 
aircraft with fixed nacelles and tl.lt nacelles with nozzle vanes, respectively. 
The fan face total pressure dl.stortions dnd fan blade vibratory stresses were 
extremely low for both types of V/STOL aircraft, and the maximum total pressure 
recovery loss for all conditions within the operating envelopes was less than 
one percent. 

The Inll't perfonn,lIwe nll'.I'->ured durlng the test was dependent on slot gap 
wHlth ,Ind rel.ltlvl·ly lI1depl'ndent of inlet thro,lt/fan face bpacer length and 
slot flow block,lge crt'dted by 90 degree slot fillers. Optimum performance was 
obt.uned.It ,I blot g.lp wIdth of 0.36 inches. The spdcers were effective in 
reducing potl'ntLIl t low distortion, dlthough this type of distortion did not 
hLwe Ltn .Hlvl'rsl' l,rrl'ct on till' rLm ... imuldtor. The negligible effect of the slot 
fillert. llll inlet lH'rlllrlll.lIHl' IIHlll'.Itl'h tll.lt /-',ood inlet performance could also 
bl' ohLlllIl'J lor .1 SILIllIl'hl' lllll'l .lrr.lIIgl'melll. 
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